
4/2/23 

Welcome / Prayer (Arkansas tornado, killed 8?) 

 

News 

Revolving door – Yellen at Fed, now at Treasury?? 

https://twitter.com/bradmillscan/status/1640230855153950720?t=nVYvOmENxscsUket6RYeOg&s=19 

 

Rand Paul and Bancel (Moderna, the “operating system” vaccine)  

:37 – 2:39 

https://www.brighteon.com/28611a1d-203e-4e2c-80b6-79bad590636f 

 

Robert Redfield – remember him?   

• Towed the line, then retired, then said it was made in a lab and released, 

• Sanjay Gupta (of CNN) interviewed him, I showed you. 

• A week later Gupta (left, CNN) was asked his opinion of Redfield and said I believe he’s right. 

From the article 

• During the hearing, House Rep. Nicole Malliotakis (R-N.Y.) asked Dr. Redfield if he thought Dr. Anthony Fauci lied 

under oath before the Senate, when he claimed that the NIH was not funding gain-of-function research at the 

Wuhan Institute of Virology in China. 

• Dr. Redfield answered, "I think there's no doubt that NIH was funding gain-of-function research." 

• Malliotakis then asked, "Is it likely that American tax dollars funded the gain-of-function research that created 

this virus?" 

• Dr. Redfield said, "I think it did, and not only from NIH, but from the State Department, USAID, and from DoD." 

 

The economy is imploding, the Fed is buying toxic assets to maintain the illusion 

“unrealized losses” mean what they bought is worth WAY less than what they paid but haven’t re-sold 

“quick, indict trump” LOL – it just means they are throwing distractions at us while they try to pass things like the TikTok 

ban bill. 

 

Tik Tok ban bill (play 0 – 1:22 first) 

• TikTok – Tucker Carlson shows how Chinese kids see educational / moral videos and the U.S. gets a lot of slutty 

sexual content.  

• They did this by experiment. 

• Why would China promote that here?  (This is your test question – It is the teaching of Balaam) 

 

RESTRICT Act has very little to do with TikTok and everything to do with controlling online content. 

• Can’t have ANY connection with banned services 

o Who decides ‘banned’?   

• Can Interrupt what you’re reading 

• If you VPN into a banned site, $1M fine + 20y prison + forfeiture of all assets 

 

Our neighbors to the North: 

https://newspunch.com/canada-moves-to-begin-euthanizing-children-without-parental-consent/ 

• According to the latest figures, Canada euthanized an astonishing 10,000 people last year. 

• The Special Joint Committee on Medical Assistance in Dying presented its latest report last week, which included 

a recommendation that minors be able to request MAiD (Medical Aid in Dying) 

• That the Government of Canada establish a requirement that, where appropriate, the parents or guardians of a 

mature minor be consulted in the course of the assessment process for MAID, but that the will of a minor who is 

found to have the requisite decision-making capacity ultimately takes priority. 

 

A.I. - ‘If We Go Ahead on This Everyone Will Die’ Warns AI Expert Calling for Absolute Shutdown 



After the recent popularity and explosive growth of ChatGPT, several business leaders and researchers, now 

totaling 1,843 including Elon Musk and Steve Wozniak (founder w/ Steve Jobs of Apple), signed a letter calling 

on “all AI labs to immediately pause for at least 6 months the training of AI systems more powerful than GPT-4.” 

GPT-4, released in March, is the latest version of OpenAI’s chatbot, ChatGPT. 

 

 

 

 

 

OK remember, testimonies – when were you somewhere talking with someone and God’s word INSTANTLY came to 

your mind and flowed out of your mouth? 

 

Get this In your head as I review because people in at least 3 different counties online as well as this group needs to 

hear.  They overcame by the Blood of the Lamb and what?  _________ 

 

We left off here: 

God’s Word purifies, cleanses 

  Ps 51: 7 Purify me with hyssop, and I shall be clean; Wash me, and I shall be whiter than snow. 

o That’s why WE need to be instant in-out of season (2Tim4:2) 

o 2 Tim 4 Paul says I charge thee therefore before God, and the Lord Jesus Christ, 

who shall judge the quick and the dead at his appearing and his kingdom;  2 

Preach the word; be instant in season, out of season; reprove, rebuke, exhort 

with all long suffering and doctrine.  3 For the time will come when they will not 

endure sound doctrine; but after their own lusts shall they heap to themselves 

teachers, having itching ears;  4 And they shall turn away their ears from the 

truth, and shall be turned unto fables. 

o That’s why WE need to study to show ourselves approved (2Tim2:15) 

o He brings to our remembrance all that He has taught us…. SO… what has He taught 

you?? (Jn 14:26) 

 

 


